
Therapoid is an open science 
platform that provides students 
and researchers with free tools, 
services, intellectual properties, 
and awards ScienceCoins 
cryptocurrency for collaborating 
and advancing knowledge.

The Therapoid collaborative 
environment works to create 
positive health outcomes by 
lowering research and 
development (R&D) costs and 
reducing risks.

The development of COVID19 
treatments and vaccines are 
superb examples of outcomes 
that can be driven by open 
science.

Therapoid enables you to be 
recognized by governments, 
companies, institutions, 
not-for-profits, colleagues, and 
even the public. Getting 
noticed leads to speaking 
engagement, employment, 
consulting, and promotion 
opportunities.

THE MISSION

Therapoid provides 
economically challenged 
researchers and students with 
a collaboration platform that 
awards sharing and 
communicating.

Therapoid is freely available to 
all researchers and students. 
All scientific fields can 
promote health outcomes 
through interdisciplinary 
efforts. Fields ranging from 
anthropology to zoology can 
impact global health 
outcomes and should have the 
opportunity to collaborate. You 
likely know how your field 
impacts human health.

Launch or join research 
groups.

Post drafts and papers for 
peer review in a simplified 
preprint server; 
dissertations allowed.

Request or offer free 
equipment.

Apply for grants. You can 
even recycle highly 
reviewed, but unfunded 
applications.

Encourage your 
colleagues to join.

Discuss policy, funding, 
research, patents, 
copyrights, news, and 
current events

ScienceCoins Cryptocurrency 
Awards When You:

Join Therapoid Today!

WHY COLLABORATE 
WITH THERAPOID?

Several other free 
features that award 
ScienceCoins will 
roll out over the 
next few months so 
stay tuned!

Therapoid.net

Everything within the free Therapoid 
platform is only available under a Creative 
Commons 4.0 ShareAlike license , which 
makes all the material within Therapoid 
free to the world. See the Terms of Service 
(TOS) for more information.

Open Therapeutics 
PO BOX 30085
Cincinnati, Ohio 45230
USA

T: +1.513.252.2901
email: Contact@OpenTherapeutics.org
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Most of the research field have 
at least an interdisciplinary 
impact on human, plant, 
animal, and planetary health. 
We seek to bring all scientists, 
clinicians, citizen scientists, 
public, and students together 
to positively impact research, 
particularly in economically 
developing countries.

Therapoid freely offers grants, 
discussion forums, equipment, 
intellectual properties, preprint 
server, career opportunities, 
and ScienceCoins 
cryptocurrency awards to help 
you create positive health and 
environmental outcomes 
around the world.

COLLABORATION + AWARDS

ScienceCoins cryptocurrency 
awards will be especially 
helpful to those economically 
challenged students and 
researchers who collaborate. 
On cryptocurrency exchanges, 
ScienceCoins can be 
converted into local fiat to 
purchase books, journal 
subscriptions, consumables, 
and even to a colleague for 
translating your papers. 
Basically, ScienceCoins give 
you a big reason to join the 
open science movement!

The question is not 'why 
should I join the world’s 
biggest think-tank?’, but 
rather, ‘why would I not join?’.


